THE COMFORT OF CHOICE

Kincaid offers 5 different cushion options to fit your comfort and style preference.

COMFORT SUPPORT (standard)
Three part construction featuring 1.8 density high-resiliency foam core, plus a 1.25 oz fiber crown patch bagged in a non-woven casing. The Comfort Support seating option includes poly-fiber arm pillows (where applicable).

EXTRA FIRM (optional) $
An excellent choice for those desiring a firmer feel. This cushion holds its shape very well and is ideal for heavier usage. Features 2.5 density high-resiliency foam core, 1.25 oz fiber crown and a non-woven casing. The Extra Firm seating option includes poly-fiber arm pillows (where applicable).

EXTRA PLUSH (optional) $$
Plush feel using 1.8 density high-resiliency foam core surrounded by fiber wrap envelope enclosed in a non-woven sleeve of resilient cotton/poly conjugated fiber. The Extra Plus seating option includes feather down arm pillows (where applicable).

BLEND DOWN EXTRA PLUSH (optional) $$$
Plush comfort throughout using 1.8 density high-resiliency foam core surrounded by fiber wrap envelope enclosed in a downproof wrap of blown feathers and fiber. The Blend Down seating option includes feather down arm pillows (where applicable).

PREMIUM BLEND DOWN (optional) $$$$
Tailored plush comfort is provided by 2.3 density Qualux™ high-resiliency foam core encased in a fiber wrap layer. Then, a thick, downproof feather jacket that features 50% down built around the core provides a supportive seat with the comfort of down. The Premium Blend Down seating option includes feather down arm pillows (where applicable).